WHY SOFTCAT?

At Softcat, we work closely with you to take your Azure to the next level. Cutting through the complexity of the cloud, we put your business and your people’s unique needs first to find a solution that’ll really power transformative effects. Our experience, expertise and long-standing relationships with key partners means you’ll constantly be able to seize new technologies and stay ahead of the curve.

YOUR CLOUD MISSION, ACCOMPLISHED

Wherever you are in your cloud journey, you’re in the right place. As your go-to for everything Azure, we’ll get you set for powerful cloud capabilities by reducing all the challenges into simple steps and advice, so you can be sure of a stellar business outcome every time.

MOVE OUT
Fuel migration success

Moving to the cloud has a wealth of benefits, but the road to sure-fire results isn’t always obvious. The dazzling promise of digital transformation often gets dampened by the headache of managing it all. You may be left wondering which workloads will benefit from migration and where you should protect on-premises to prevent downtime. We’re here to cut through this confusion.

WHAT IS THIS SERVICE?

Our Azure Migration Assessment gets you going by guiding you towards the migration path that will make the biggest difference to your business. We’ll connect the dots and light up where you can spark ongoing cost savings to fuel a truly flexible approach to the cloud.

HERE’S HOW:

• Analysing the bigger picture: using sophisticated tooling, we’ll assess your environment and uncover a high-level analysis of your infrastructure.
• Investigating your estate: from exploring your essential business drivers and justifications to discovering what’s getting in the way of your transition, we’ll ensure your approach is the best fit for your goals.
• We’ll light the way: our Microsoft experts give you everything you need to revive your workloads, including a detailed report complete with sizing recommendations, estimated costs and a roadmap for your migration.
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Get in touch to find out how we can get you feeling assured with Azure
www.softcat.com/microsoft-azure-services